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GOES TO..."

James Franco and Anne
Hathaway, both Oscarnominated actors, will host
The Oscars this Sunday.
See Pulse on PAGE 8
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A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community
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WINTER
WONDERLAND

USG Pres. lays out plans
for remainder of term

Check out the snowfall amounts from past
Februarys in Bowling Green
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SPEECH: Kevin Basch talked about successes and challenges of his year in office.
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Years
Kevin Basch spoke to crowd of 18 at State of the Student Body address
By Max Fllby
Reporter

While Basch and USG had success earlier this year with issues
such as the Print Responsibly proDuring Kevin Basch's State of the gram and anti-unionization ads,
Student Body speech, he cited the student government is still trysome of Undergraduate Student ing to resolve other problems facGovernment's accomplishments as ing the student body.
well as their remaining challenges.
Attendance at USG meetings
"As soon as we feel we've accom- has been down this semester. A
plished some of the biggest issues combination of 33 senators and
facing us, new issues reveal them- officers attended USG's last genselves," USG President Basch said.
eral assembly meeting Monday.
Basch spoke about USG's suc- USG also has eight vacancies in
cesses this year to an audience of 18 the senate, no one in the technolpeople in room 315 of the Union at ogy cabinet position and no one in
4:15 p.m. Thursday. Anyone at the the chief-of-staff position.
University was welcome to listen to
Attendance at meetings and
Basch's address.
participation tends to drop half-

Dining Services dishes out
more meal plan options
By Shannon Gi«sig«
Reporter

Information compiled from Weather Warehouse, http://weathet-warehouse.com

way through the year, leaving USG
officers like Basch to re-appoint
positions, said Joe Edens, chair of
internal affairs.
Basch is currently filling in the
chief-of-staff position.
"It isn't ideal for me at all, that's
by no means my area of expertise,"
Basch said. "I'll be the first to admit
that my cabinet has not gone the
way that I envisioned this year,"
Basch and Caldwell have also
stepped into the State and National
Liaison's role this year. Former liaison Hunter Wright stepped down for
USG

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Refugee visits campus
to present documentary
A Sudanese refugee will visit the University
on Monday to educate students about war
crimes committed against Sudanese women
and girls.
Micklina Kenyi, a University of Colorado
graduate, will present the documentary
"Lost Girls" at 7 p.m. in the Gish Theater in
Hanna Hall

Kenyi committed to empowering and educating other women refugees while preserving
their Sudanese heritage
The Women's Center is co-sponsoring
the event.
"It's a perfect bridge event between Black
History Month and Women's History Month,"
said Women's Center Director Mary Krueger.

The documentary was produced in association with the Community of Sudanese and
American Women, a nonprofit founded by

JUST DANCE

"There's been an
increasing interest in

Students have a variety of choices when looking at meal plans
for next year.
"Starting this fall, we are going
to offer nine meal plans versus
the three that we currently offer,"
said Dining Services Marketing
Director Sara Meyer.
There will still only be three
price brackets — bronze, silver
and gold — but each option will
be further divided into traditional, retail and custom.
"What we wanted to do was
keep three different price points
... but have nine options," said
Michael Paulus, Director of
Dining Services.
The traditional plan offers students a set number of "meals" or

all-you-care-to-eat
options."
Sara Meyer | Dining Services

"swipes" that disappear at the
end of the week. The swipes can
only be used at McDonald and
Commons dining centers, the
two new, all-you-care-to-eat
dining facilities.
"There's been an increasing
interest in all-you-care-to-eat
options. We've done surveys in
the past and there were a large
number of students that were

NATION

See MEALS | Page 2
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BUST A MOVE: Taylor Reynolds and Jazryn Chan visit the Union arcade to play Dance Dance Revolution.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What's the best movie you've seen recently?

Man sentenced for terrorism

Appreciate being alive

BG hosts MAC Oanpwnships

A Wisconsin man who threatened the

Columnists Chad Every and Stephan Reed

The BG track and field team will host the Mid-

creators of "South Park" for portraying the

reflect on life via near-death experiences

American Conference Track Championships this

REBECCA WINEBREN HER
Freshman, Film

prophet Muhammad and tried to join a ter-

and personal loss, urging people not to

weekend. The two-day event will be held at the

"'Harry Potter and the Deathly

rorist group is sent to prison | Pag* 3

have regrets in their lives | Pag* 4

Perry Field House | Pag* 6
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Indiana House Dems aren't coming back
By D.mni Martin
and Tom Davlat

with their caucus and return
to the Statehouse to work. But
The Associated Press
Rep. Scott Pelath, D-Michigan
INDIANAPOLIS — The City, said Democrats remain
Indiana House has adjourned resolute and have no
until next week after House immediate plans on comDemocrats declared they will ing back. Pelath was asked
not return to the Statehouse Thursday what it would take
to get Democrats back to the
Thursday or Friday.
Republican House Speaker Statehouse Monday.
"That's a caucus decision,"
Brian Bosma announced the
adjournment Thursday, say- he said. "It's going to be a
ing House Minority Leader group determination."
Pelath came back from
Patrick Bauer told him earlier in the day that Democrats Illinois to trade positions
have no intention of provid- with another Democrat who
ing the quorum needed for had been at the Statehouse
for procedural reasons. He
House business this week.
Most Democrats have fled said the caucus would deterto an Illinois hotel in an effort mine as a group whether
to derail legislation they con- members would stay in
sider an assault on the work- Illinois over the weekend
ing class. Their boycott com- or whether they would go
plicates other bills, includ- home to their districts.
Bosma says he plans to
ing the session's top priority
extend legislative deadlines
— the budget.
Indiana Republicans are for bills that would otherwise
urging individual House die Thursday. Those bills
Democrats to break ranks include a contentious private

"What you have to do as a leader is remind
everybody why you're there. The House
Democrats... are there because they
believe... this was the right thing to do."
Vi Simpson | Senate Minority Leader

school voucher bill and the Wednesday. "Abandon this
Illinois vacation."
new state budget.
Republicans hold 60 seats
GOP Gov. Mitch Daniels
in the 100-member House, said Wednesday that if I louse
where 67 members must Democratic leaders don't
be present for the quorum "have a conscience about
required to conduct business. the unconscionable things
One Democrat, Rep. Steve they've done, maybe individStemler,
D-Jeffersonville, ual members do."
decided not to participate
Bauer planned to speak
in the boycott — leaving with the media Thursday
Republicans half a dozen afternoonbutsaidWednesday
members short. Republicans that Democrats won't return
were privately speculating on from Urbana, 111. until House
which Democrats might be Republicans are willing to
willing to return.
negotiate their agenda. But
"We're really calling on Republicans are refusing to
six reasonable members to negotiate with lawmakers
return and get their work who have fled the state to shut
done," House Speaker Brian down the I louse.
Bosma, R-Indianapolis, said
Senate Minority Leader Vi

Theproposalwasoriginally Board of Trustees. What students, I'm not sure that
it will always be that way,"
part of Basch and Caldwell's they say goes."
election platform, but it may
USCi recently passed a res- Basch said.
From Page 1
not be put into effect while olution stating they expect to
Despite some difficulties
be considered in University USG faced this year with the
personal reasons earlier this they are in office.
year, Basch said.
"We made it our goal and decisions, although they University administration
USG is also responsible part of our platform and were not consulted for the and the Board of Trustees,
for filling the vacancy for we're getting close to seeing change to the charter.
Basch said that relationship
"Unfortunately, we simply building has been a big sucthe student position on the it." Caldwell said. "It may not
University Board of Trustees. be while I'm in office, but it's don't have the resources to go cess of his administration.
The position opens up every tough to do so I don't con- out and put things on TV and
Basch and Caldwell plan to
two years, and less than 10 sider it a failure at all."
run things in the paper every finish out thcirtermsof office
students applied to fill the
USG faced another time we pass a resolution," by continuing to work with
role, according to USG Vice rough patch
recent- Basch said. "Anyway, lets be the administration in talks
President Dan Caldwell.
ly when the Board of honest, we have a pretty apa- and by exploring options for
Regardless of the vacan- Trustees altered parts thetic student body."
new resolutions. Discussing
cies and smaller attendance, of the academic charter,
While
the
current and developing resolutions
Caldwell said he is confi- removing the student administration may still about issues is always the
dent next year's members government's "guaran- allow USG to review the best option in communiwill be able to get his 911 teed right" to evaluate the Vice President of Student cating problems with the
Lifeline proposal passed by Vice President of Student Affairs, a new president administration, Basch said,
the city council.
Affairs on how good of a could decide to completely
"If I stood in front of McFall
911 Lifeline is an idea job he or she does.
block that right since it is with a sign that said down
Caldwell proposed which
"Shared power doesn't no longer in the charter.
with the administration,' all
would protect students who exist." Basch said. "All the
"Even though I'm comfort- that's going to do is further
call 911 if they are underage power in governing this able with the current admin- close their ears to students,"
and alcohol is involved.
University lies with the istration's ability to relate to Basch said.

USG

The average
person can live
for eleven days
without water,
assuming
an average
temperature of
60 degrees
fahrenheit.

Donkeys
"7
■

kill
more
people
annually
than

plane crashes.
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"It's like being on the bus
Simpson, D-Bloomington,
predicted that it will be diffi- getting ready to go to the big
cult to keep the boycott going football game you're going to
as political pressure mounts. play," he said.
While neither side of the
Members will read their local
newspaper editorials and political stalemate appeared
hear from constituents angry willing to budge Thursday,
many hoped that the frustraat their decision to leave.
"There will be people in his tion and anger among leaders
own caucus who will start to would eventually subside as
say, 'I've got to go back.'" she time went on. Daniels said
said of Bauer's group. "What he would call lawmakers in
you have to do as a leader is session "from now to New
remind everybody why you're Year's" if needed to deal with
there. The House Democrats the issues Democrats want to
who are in Illinois are there derail, but said he hoped that
because they believe in their wouldn't be necessary.
"We can just get on with
hearts this was the right thing
to do. They'll know when it's business, and that is what
time to come back."
I would appeal to them to
Democrats meeting behind do," Daniels said. "I hope as
closed doors Wednesday a whole group, if not then,
could be heard cheering and perhaps individuals in the
clapping, a little like a pep caucus who have gone along
rally. But Rep. Win Moses, D- — because that is what good
Fort Wayne, said those activi- caucus members do — may
ties weren't a sign that the decide their conscience tells
party felt the need to keep them they should do their
anyone from wavering.
duty instead."

MEALS

miss a meal do have
another option.
From Page 1
"You have the freedom
that, if you're going to
interested in having that miss a meal, you can stop
option." Meyer said. "With in at the C-stores attached
the new buildings, we had to those dining facilities,"
the opportunity to incorpo- Paulus said. "There'll be
rate an all-you-care-to-eat one at the new Mac and
facility."
one at the new Commons,
Retail is the current sys- where you'll have a choice
tem used on campus, where of predetermined sack
a student starts out with a lunch or boxed meals to
certain dollar amount and take with you."
is required to budget that
With nine different meal
money to last the entire plan options, students will
school year. With the retail have to weigh their location
option, there will no longer when selecting a meal plan.
be a division between resi"A lot of the decision is
dential dollars, which can- going to be based on where
not be used in the Union, the student lives and where
and Falcon Dollars, which they're plan on spending
can. Instead, all retail most of their day," Meyer
funds will now be consid- said. "If you're a student
ered Falcon Dollars.
who's going to live in
"Falcon Dollars can be Kreischer, chances arc midused anywhere on campus February you aren't going
including the all-you-care- to want to walk across
to-eat," Paulus said. "That campus to an all-you-canprice point [at all-you-can- eat facility."
eat dining halls] is going
Freshman loshua Klein
to be slightly higher than went with the custom plan
what students would pay that will allow him swipes
if they were on the all-you- and retail dollars.
can-eat program."
"I went with the bronze,
The custom plan is a half-swipe,
half-Falcon
combination of retail dol- Dollars," Klein said. "1 think
lars and traditional meals.
it will suit my needs and
"The one thing about the they do allow of options of
all-you-care-to-eat is that all Falcon Dollars for those
you get a fixed number of who don't want it."
meals per week, and if you
To help students decide
don't use it, you lose it," which meal option is right
Paulus said.
for them, Dining Services
At the end of each week, has created an online
all of the meals for that week Meal Assistant. The Meal
disappear. For example, if a Assistant asks a series of
student has 19 meals a week questions to guide students
and by the end of the week to a meal plan that will suite
has only used 17, the two their needs, Paulus said.
leftover meals do not roll The Meal Assistant is availover to the next week.
able on the Dining Services
But students who know website, http://www.dmeothat they are going to ncampus.com/BGSU.
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Willow House Apts. 830 4th St BG
l Ddrs/1 bath/dishwasher/
disposal/AC/
tree off street parking
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111/113 Flndlay Pike Apts.-Portago Ohio
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NATION BRIEFS
Stocks slide for
a third day on
worries about oil
NEW YORK-Slocks
fell for the third straight day
Wednesday as surging oil
prices overshadowed signs of an
improving job market.
Oil prices neared S100
a barrel as clashes in Libya
intensified between forces loyal
to Moammar Gadhafi and antigovernment protesters Rebels
control much of the eastern part
of the country, effectively splitting Libya into two.
Libya is the world's 15th largest exporter of crude, accounting
for 2 percent of global daily
output Traders are worried the
revolt could threaten Libya's oil
production and spread to other
countries in the region, such as
oil-rich Saudi Arabia. Higher
oil prices can also slow the US.
economy by increasing transportation costs.

FBI steps up role
in search for
missing Oregon
boy

US: Ring sold
fake IDs to
immigrants in
11 states

Wis. man gets
life sentence
in slayings of 7
women

PORTLAND. Ore. (AP)-The
FBI is increasing its role in the
disappearance of Kyron Horman.
the 7-year-old Oregon boy who
was last seen in June at his
Portland school

RICHMOND. Va.- The
government says 22 people have
been charged with operating a
violent. Mexico-based enterprise
that sold fake documents to illegal immigrants in several states.

MILWAUKEE (AP) - A
Milwaukee man convkted of
killing seven women during a
21-year period was sentenced to
life in prison Thursday with no
chance of parole.

The Oregonian reports up to
six agents will help the task force
investigate the case.

An indictment released
Thursday by the U.S. attorney's
office in Richmond. Va., charges
the 22 with counts including
racketeering, money laundering
and kidnapping.

Walter E Ellis, SO. was
convicted last week after he
pleaded no contest to charges
of first-degree intentional
homicide and first-degree murder, which carry a mandatory
sentence of life in prison.

FBI spokeswoman Beth Anne
Steele said they'll follow up tasks
that were identified by profilers who recently reviewed the
investigation.
Kyron's mother. Desiree
Young, of Medford. believes her
son's stepmother, Terri Moulton
Horman, knows something
about the disappearance - even
though police have never named
her as a suspect or even a person of interest

The Labor Department said
fewer people applied for unemployment benefits last week.
a sign that the job market is
recovering. The four-week average for applications, a figure
closely watched by financial
analysts, fell to its lowest level in
more than two and a half years.
The Commerce Department
said sales of new homes fell
significantly in January, another
sign that the housing industry is
still struggling.

According to the indictment,
the highly organized ring used
cells in a number of states to
produce and sell driver's licenses,
Social Security cards, work
documents and other bogus
documentation.
Prosecutors say the cells
sent more than SI million to
Mexico from January 2008 to
November 2010.
The government says cells
were operating in Virginia,
Connecticut, Massachusetts.
Rhode Island. Arkansas, Ohio,
North Carolina. Indiana, Missouri
and Tennessee.

Judge Dennis Cimpl had the
option of allowing the possibility
of parole but declined. He sentenced Ellis to seven consecutive
life sentences.
The sentencing brings a close
to a killing spree that began in
1986 The subseguent investigations eventually led to a complete
review of how the state maintains
its DNA database

- Steve Szkotak(AP)

- Chip Cutter. David K.
Randall (AP)

All seven victims were strangled, either manually or with a
rope or clothing tied around their
necks. One was also stabbed.

BGNEWS
WIRE
SOURCES

Va. man who tried
to join terrorists
gets 25 years
ALEXANDRIA, Va (AP)
- A college dropout and Muslim
convert who threatened the creators of the "South Park" cartoon
series and then tried to join an
al-Oaida-linked terror group in
Somalia has been sentenced to
25 years in prison.
Zachary A. Chesser of
Bristow. Va.. was sentenced
Thursday in U.S. District Court
in Alexandria. Va.
Chesser pleaded guilty last
year to supporting the al-Shabab
terrorist group in Somalia and
posting online threats against the
"South Park" creators for an episode that he perceived as insulting to the prophet Muhammad
Prosecutors had been seeking
the maximum sentence of 50
years. Chesser s lawyers asked for
a 20-year term
Chesser says he has
renounced violence and is sorry
for what he did.

Scientist says:
baby dolphin
deaths had 07
precedent
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-A
federal scientist said a recent
surge of baby bottlenose dolphin
deaths has a precedent four
years ago in Texas.
In March 2007.68 dolphins
washed up in Gafveston and
Jefferson counties. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration scientist Blair
Mase said those included an
unusual number of infants.
NOAA spokeswoman Kim
Amendola said this year in
Mississippi, Alabama, the Florida
panhandle and Louisiana, 48
dolphins were stranded and 29
of them were calves. The calf
deaths were concentrated in
Mississippi and Alabama
Possible causes include cold
winter and disease Scientists
also are investigating whether
there was a link to the BP oil spill.
But they say the only spike in
deaths is in one dolphin species.

Ellis was arrested in 2009 after
police said his DNA matched
semen samples found on six
victims and a blood sample on
a can of pepper spray found at
the scene of the seventh slaying.
Authorities have said they began
to focus on Ellis after his name
surfaced in connection with a
number of unsolved homicides
-DineshRamde(AP)
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
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• Large Houses
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"Starting this fall, we are going to offer nine meal plans versus the three that we
currently offer."
- Dining Services Marketing Director Sara Meyer on meal plan changes [see story, pg. 1].
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HE STREET What's the best movie you've seen recently?

"Just Go With It"

The Unknown"

k

•Despicable Me"

"No Strings
Attached"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
KATIE ZIMMER,
Sophomore.
Comm. Disorders

WILL* SHAHMON,
Senior.
Communications

KIARA MOORE,
Junior,
EariyChrldhoodEd.

MOU.YVWNTWOHIH,

Senior.
Comm Disorders

Put away grudges, petty disputes
and reconcile with those you love
ruinrumw
(HAD
EVERY
C0WMNIS1

I-ast week, on the crazy day it
was snowing and there was a
mild whiteout, 1 was driving
home from work at 2:30 p.m.
down 1-75. The next thing I
knew, my car was spinning
out. I spun from the "fast
lane" into the "slow lane"
and ended up in a ditch on
the right side of the road.
Arguably, this was my
first-ever
near-death
experience.
Everyone around me was
going anywhere from 40
to 60 mph. The semitrucks
were actually going the fastest and passing everyone. I
know iftherewould'vebeen
a semi some odd number of
feet behind me, in the "slow
lane," there's a fair chance 1
would've died.
When my car finally settled in the ditch, I wasn't
singing hallelujahs and
"Thank God I'm alive."
1 was more stunned than
anything. 1 was stunned
that I could've died with
so many regrets. 1 was

stunned that
stunned
that ifif 1i died
died just
just
(Kan «r»« «f tk« fiwot nr-Anln

then, one of the first people
I would want to know is
half a world away and probably wouldn't hear about it
until a good time after the
fact. Moreover, I thought
about how much this person, who has cut me down
and hurt me without truly
saying sorry, would finally
know and understand how
much they hurt me.
I know a lot of us have
done really horrible things
to people. We cut others
down, push our friends
away and burn our bridges, all the while trying to
convince ourselves that we
did the right thing. So we
end up just hating certain
people. We hate people we
were mean to because when
we interact with them our
conscience tells us that we
need to stop and say sorry.
But we're so prideful sometimes; we think it's easier
to just keep destroying our
former friends, lovers and
family members.
How many regrets do
you have right now? How
much is your pride standing
in the way of talking with
someone, finally admitting

"How many* regrets
do you
have riqht
*
'

now? How much is your pride standing
in the way of talking with someone,
finally admitting you're wrong...?"
you're wrong and starting
the healing?
Would you be able to
actually live with yourself
if someone you once cared
about died tomorrow? What
if they died knowing only
how hurt they were by you
and how confused they were
to be treated so cruelly?
What if they died before you
were finally wise enough to
tell them you were sorry for
the way you treated them?
Life isn't always convenient when two people meet,
when two people leave and
when one person dies. Don't
wait for it to be a second
too late to make amends, my
friends, because tomorrow
could prove to be the end.
As former Underoath
singer Dallas Taylor wrote
in the song "A Message For
Adrienne," "Time favors
no one..."
I encourage those who
have wronged others to call
those people this weekend.

Tear down your pride and
realize how valuable that
person is to you. Let it sink
in how much you've hurt
them. Stop being so proud,
because life is far too short
and unpredictable for us to
have too much pride to tell
the people we've wronged
that we're sorry.
If you are scared about
them not accepting your
apology, don't be. No
relationship is ever so far
gone that bridges can't be
rebuilt and (friend, relationship, family) love can't
be found again.
Note: This article was
written while listening to
the Civil War's new record
"Barton Hollow." If you
consider yourself a lover of
music, you absolutely need
to give it a listen. It's the most
beautiful record to come out
this year.

one of the reasons I've stayed
connected to campus.
I share this part of my
life because I want you to
know that you don't have to
be a certain kind of person
to be involved in DM. You
don't have to dress a certain way, or be Greek or follow a certain religion. You
can come with your friends.
You can come alone. There
aren't social or personality
requirements for DM. What
matters most is that you
have a desire to help others
and want to give back to the
community.
DM is a 32-hour event, but
that doesn't mean you can't
have fun while you're there.
Thirty-two hours seems like
a really long time (and it is),
but you're not just going to
be standing around. You'll
learn an awesome line
dance over the course of the
event. There will be performances, board games, food,
music, miracle children and
their families and tons of
stuff to do.
While all that stuff is fun,

the most important part of
DM is that you'll be helping
the kidsat Mercy Children's
Hospital in Toledo. The
money from DM helps provide anything from DVDs
and video games to family
counseling and expensive
medical equipment used
for procedures.
I don't want you to sit
around and "exist" like I
did. How can you expect to
get the most out of college
if you just exist? DM is one
of the best ways to stop simply existing and start living
— and by doing that, help
others live, too.
There's still time to sign
up for DM. Add DM on
Facebook to stay up-to-date
and feel free to e-mail me
any questions; I'll either
answer it or direct you to the
right person.
For the kids,
Paul Dalsky

Respond to Chad at
thenews@bgnews.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Don't just exist
Embrace your first year,
join Dance Marathon
To every freshman at the
University:
When I was in your shoes,
I was overwhelmed. I came
to the University from two
and a half hours away, and
I didn't really know anyone else here. I roomed in
Kreischer with someone
I had never met in person
until I walked into my room.
I didn't know the other guys
on my floor. I didn't join a
fraternity or club. I just went
to my classes and existed.
Eventually, I started getting to know people. I played
basketball with my friends
liistin and Ryan, who lived
on my floor. I also got to
know Heather and Alissa,
who I saw almost every
day. Then, at some point,

we heard about Dance
Marathon.
We went to one of the general meetings even though
we didn't know anyone. We
sat down and felt awkward
fora minute untiltwo morale
captains dressed in the most
ridiculous outfits ran over
and introduced themselves.
They told us (not asked us)
that they wanted us to be
involved with DM, and by
the end of the meeting, I
thought, "Hey, maybe this
could be cool."
I attended DM that spring
and formed a new connection with campus. This
year will be my fourth year
involved in DM. For the past
three years, I participated
in the Bike for Tikes ride,
a 180-mile bike trip from
Cincinnati to Bowling Green
that takes place the same
weekend. All in all, DM is

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us (or letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at theriews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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Recently, I started thinking
— how do you obtain closure
with someone who has died?
1 attended a Nirvana
tribute concert in Toledo a
few weeks ago, and unlike
some of the heavily intoxicated members of the audience, the experience meant
a lot to me. I will remember
it for years to come. It helped
me gain closure with my
deceased mother.
It has been more than a
year since my mother died,
and 1 always felt empty
because I never had a final
goodbye with her. However,
when I heard the cover band
was playing at the Omni, I
jumped at the chance to go.
After all, Nirvana was the one
thing that my entire family
agreed on. When I listen to
their songs, I can relive family moments that will never
happen again. It may sound
odd, but this grunge-era rock
band helped keep our family
together for a while.
During the concert, the
band sounded identical to the
original Nirvana. The original
band no longer plays, given
the death of frontman Kurt
Cobain, but these guys replicated them very well. The
frontman personified Cobain
as he held back his excitement while the crowd began
to get rowdy. Oddly enough,
his droning voice brought
back so many moments.
I remember shutting my
eyes and singing along, with
my mother in mind. I even
said a prayer to feel closer
to her. This helped me feel
like she was experiencing the
show with me.
I fought back tears as the
band started playing happier songs. They began playing
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" and
I could picture my mother's
smile. I could almost feel the
warm sun radiating through
the car windows like I did so
many times when I traveled
with her.
Pressed against the steel
barricades, my singing was
almost a testimony for my
mother's passing and the
memories of her in my life.

"When I listen
to their songs,
I can relive
family moments
that will never
happen again."
I attempted to sing loud
enough for her to hear me.
During some choruses, I
relived moments where my
mom would sing along during car rides, and I tried to
hear her voice once again.
Even though my mother
could not physically be there,
I created a mind set that made
me feel like she was standing
next to me.
Dealing with death is
inevitable, whether you deal
with it immediately after the
fact (like other family members who walked the beaches of Cedar Point, where my
mother grew up) or later,
when you know exactly
how you want to pay your
respects (such as myself
with the Nirvana concert).
Living your life with the
burden of never saying
goodbye can leave you feeling empty. For the longest
time, I felt terrible because
I never was able to say
goodbye to the person who
helped raised me.
But I saw an opportunity
to have a spiritual heart-toheart with her. It took this
night of reliving memories
of her that really helped me
come to grips with her death.
The band playing didn't know
how much it meant to me,
and neither did the people in
the audience — but to me, it
meant the world.
When looking for ways to
reconnect with a loved one
who has passed, search for
a sentimental option. Do
something that was special
between you two. Do something that you would do if
that person was still here. For
me, it was remembering my
mother through the music
that we mutually loved.
If you had one final day
with a person you've lost, how
would you spend it?

Respond to Stephan at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Award shows spur
music, film sales

From Page 9

The Grammys, Oscars encourage people to buy nominated works
By Markka Plctromkl
PJse Reporter

After a film wins an Oscar
oranartislwinsaGrammy,
audiences are expected
to grow in response to
the exposure from the
award broadcasts.
When the Feb. 13
Grammys honored the best
in music, consumers bought
albums in response to the
winners, nominees and performers at the event.
"1 think the Grammys
bring (artists) exposure to a
new audience," said Laura
Fredericks, the manager of
Finders Records in Bowling
Green. "Some people may
have kind of heard of the
artist, but the Grammys will
spark their interest."
With this year's Grammy
viewership at its highest
in a decade according to
Nielsen ratings, the awards
showcased the most popular artists along lesserknown critically acclaimed
ones to millions watching
the show. The night's most
prestigious award, Album of
the Year, went to Canadian
rock group Arcade Fire
over famous acts such as
Eminem and Lady Gaga.
The Grammys are an easy
way to grant artists mass
exposure and help broaden their listener base, said
Finders clerk Erica McClure.
"They expand the age
group," she said. "My mom
wouldn't have known who
Arcade Fire was before
the Grammys."
Award shows help increase
sales and audience awareness of unknown independent acts, Fredericks said.
Specifically, she pointed to
folk group Mumford and
Sons as an example of consumers' increased awareness of an artist.
Billboard stated digital
sales of the group's debut
album, "Sigh No More,"
increased after the group's
Grammy performance. The
album rose to No. 2 on the
Billboard 200 chart, posting
ll"Mr*t*t<*ffl"ft h.-. ^
Campus Location TT~S?.
1432WoosterSt. ~

a 99 percent sales increase
from the previous week.
Sales of the album rose
at Toledo's Culture Clash
Records following the
broadcast, said owner
Pat O'Connor.
"We had kids and
grandpas picking up the
album," he said.
Although
Mumford
and Sons did not win
any Grammys. O'Connor
said the band still made
an impact on Culture
Clash customers.
"I don't think it's based on
whether they won," he said.
"It's the way they present
themselves. A band's overall presentation convinces
people to buy their music."
Arcade Fire's album, "The
Suburbs," is experiencing a
similar rise in sales.
"Before the Grammys,
Arcade Fire was kind of a
college band, but afterward we had people of all
ages pick (the album) up,"
O'Connor said.
He said the band was an
underdog in the Album of
the Year race and its surprise
win helped the album fly off
Culture Clash's shelves.
Forindependentstoreslike
Finders and Culture Clash,
this year's Grammys helped
to spur sales since independent artists won so many
awards.
Comparatively,
mainstream artists do not
sell as well at these stores.
"We lost the pop music market to Best Buy and Target,"
O'Connor said. "Whenever
we have a spotlight on artists out of the mainstream, it
helps our sales."
While Finderssellsalbums
from mainstream artists,
the Grammys have a bigger
sales effect when they honor
unknown talent.
"A lot of the artists on the
Grammys are pop and R&B,"
Fredericks said. "We already
sold a lot of Lady Gaga. The
Grammys don't help push
our sales of Lady Gaga."
It's not just the Grammys
that affect consumer trends.

Sue Wilkins, co-owner
of Video Spectrum, said
Sunday's Academy Awards
inspire customers to see
nominated films before
the show.
"People are very well
aware of what's up for Best
Picture," she said. "They go
for all of them."
"The King's Speech,"
"Inception" and "The Kids
Are All Right" are regularly rented by customers
in preparation for Sunday,
Wilkins said. She said customers watch nominated
films in order to accurately
judge the winners and losers of the awards.
Oscar exposure helps
films find a wider audience than they would without nominations or wins,
Wilkins said. "I think if it's
won an Oscar, it's going to
be viewed," she said. "People
will also see a movie when
they know what the actors in
it are known for."
Cultural awareness of
films increases due to media
exposure, Wilkins said.
"There are so many
entertainment shows like
'E! News' that are keeping
people aware of movies,"
she said.
Film-savvy students at
the University help to keep
Video Spectrum running,
Wilkins said.
"We have popular culture
classes over there, and I
think they make kids more
aware of movies and directors," she said.
Wilkins said students were
even familiar with the Feb.
13 British Academy Film
Awards, which showed the
impact any award show can
have on film rentals.
Students who patronize
from Video Spectrum and
work in the store are filled
with knowledge about the
films and a great passion for
them, Wilkins said.
"Most kids run circles
around me with what they
know," she said. "Kids working here just love movies."
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be like the original KISS,
not just in presentation hut
in sound.
"We always want people to
be able to close their eyes and
it sound like the record," Kosak
said. "When people open their
eyes to remind you of a time
when you saw KISS, whether
you saw them on television or
you saw them in concert."
According to the band,
there are four onstage members and four superstars.
Each member has his share
of the spotlight.
Mr. Speed performs songs

from almost every KISS
album and tries to have a
variety of songs written by
different members.
"There's nothing we won't
do," said Andrew Sgambati.
who impersonates drummer
Peter Criss.
"I think it shows the diversity of the band." said Danny
Ayala, who performs as bassist
Gene Simmons. "It shows that
everybody's got the ability to
sing, play land] be the frontman in the band for a little
while and not put that responsibility on one or two guys."
Each member has a 40hour-a-week job, and they
rehearse at least once a week.
They use the weekends to per-

STEMIMI M to
PARTY EVERYDAY: Ace Frehley impersonator Joe Hess rocks the stage at the Omni.
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form and play between 25 and
:i"i shows a year.
"The music is definitely the
mi ist important thing as far as
us paying attention to detail,"
Sgambati said. "As far as the
costumes, we do everything
we can financially within our
means to make the best costumes we can."
The band has toured the
country and has met the original KISS. On one occasion, the
authentic Ace Frehley went
onstage with the band and
played a few songs.
"Every year we make more
memories," Sgambati said. "It's
always hard for me to pick just
one (memory) because everything is a g(«d memory."
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MAC Championships come to BG
BVRONMACK
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Falcons to host two-day Track and Field event at the Perry Field House

DRIVE: BG's Lauren Prochaska drives to the hoop in a game earlier this season

By Paul Barney

Women's basketball looks

Sports Editor

to clinch MAC East against
Kent State Saturday
of your program and you get to play
your final two games in Anderson
that mean something. What a great
Moments after defeating Akron in way to go out if we can go 2-0 in
the final seconds Tuesday, BG wom- Anderson Arena and close it down
en's basketball coach Curt Miller the right way."
talked briefly to his team about what
But in order to go 2-0, the Falcons
was at stake as it heads into the final first will shift their focus to the
two games of the regular season.
Golden Flashes; BG has a one-game
For the Falcons (23-4, 11-3), a lead over the Flashes in the MAC
win against Kent State on Saturday Fast standings.
would give them the Mid-American
The two will meet Saturday for a
Conference East title, but a loss to the noon tipoff that will be broadcast on
Golden Rashes and a win against Sports Time Ohio.
Buffalo on Wednesday would likely
Kent Slate handed BG its first
give BG a share of the Bast title.
conference loss of the season and
The advantage for BG in its last snapped its 15-game win streak
two games, however, is that it's by defeating the Falcons 44-43
at home.
on Ian. IS.
"What a better scenario," Miller
The Golden Flashes also snapped
said. "Your last two games in the Falcons' 13-game win streak in
Anderson Arena, you're closing the series, which BG still leads44-28.
down Anderson Arena |for| all time,
See PREVIEW | Page 7
you have a very large and talented
senior class that's been a backbone
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

It's the biggest meet of the year,
and this year the BG track and
field team is playing host.
Today the Mid-American
Conference Indoor Track and
Field Championships will begin at
the Perry Field House.
The two-day event starts at 10
a.m. and will continue through
7:15 p.m. The competition will
resume Saturday at 11 a.m. and

will conclude at 5 p.m. with the
championship awards ceremony.
"We're very excited to be hosting
the championships; we have been
for quite some time," said coach
Cami Paulson. "The team has
been gradually improving over
the course of the season, both in
their confidence and competitiveness, so we're really excited about
going into this weekend."
The meet consists of the MAC's
five competing men's track and
field teams as well as the 12 com-

peting women's teams.
"It's very competitive," Paulson
said. "It always has been in the
conference and certainly this
year's no different."
Beingat home, however, Paulson
expects her team to be in a position to move up significantly from
last year's MAC Championships,
where the Falcons finished 11th.
The team took a different
See TRACK I Page 7

BG gymnasts travel to Nebraska for meet
ByBadcyTanar
Senior Reporter

Gymnastics coach Kerrie Beach is
looking for perfection.
Since the season began, Beach
has been trying to find the perfect
combination of athletes, events
and coaching strategy to help her
team succeed.
The Falcons have struggled to
find that combination so far this
season. They're 1-5 overall and 0-5
in the Mid-American Conference.
LAUREN POFF

See GVM | Page 10

FLIP: Kasey Fillmore performs her routine in a meet earlier this season

Falcons take on Michigan State in final regular-season series
By The BG News Spoils Staff

"I really think that we need to start being better at

The BG hockey team will take the
ice for the final time in the regular season tonight as they take on
Michigan State in East Lansing.
The series offers the Falcons (822-4, 3-19-4-2 Central Collegiate
Hockey Association) one last tuneup opportunity before the CCIIA
playoffs begin next week. The
Falcons' opponent for that playoff
game will be one of five teams that
can mathematically fall as the sixth
seed. Who that is will be decided
this weekend.
Head coach Chris Bergeron said
the team needs to buckle down
defensively if it is going to have any
success, not just this weekend, but
going forward into the playoffs.
"I really think that we need to start
being better at making teams earn
things," he said. "1 still think that
we're giving up too many chances
against which are leading to goals."
The Spartans have greatly
underachieved this season, sitting

making teams earn things. I still think that we're giving up

FACEBOOK

too many chances against which are leading to goals."
Chris Bergeron | BG hockey coach

at 10th in the CCIIA standings
with 29 points.
Despite their lack of success, they
still have several explosive players.
Forwards Derek Grant, Brett Perlini
and Dustin Gazley have each put up
at least 24 points for the Spartans
this season.
"If you l(K)k |at their forwards], that
is where they are most dangerous in
terms of depth," Bergeron said. "If
you're going to fool around with the
puck and aren't ready to make good,
hard plays with the puck then they
can hurt you."
In addition to this, their captain,
Torey Krug, leads the CCHA in
points by a defenseman with 26.
"He's young and not very big, but
he's very skilled and plays the game

the way it's supposed to be played,"
Bergeron said.
Based on what he has seen in the
team's past two road trips, Bergeron
is confident that his team can have
success this weekend.
"We think that we've played some
pretty good hockey on the road the
past four games, with the exception being in the third period [of
Saturday's game] against Notre
Dame," he said. "It's another team
that we haven't seen yet, but it's a
team that we know we should be
able to compete head-to-head with."
Friday's game will begin at 7:35 p.m.
and will be televised on Fox Sports
Detroit Plus. Saturday's game starts at
7:05 p.m. and will be televised on the
Comcast family of networks.

BYRON MACK I
SHOT: BG's Bryce Williamson lines up a shot against Northern Michigan last Friday
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BG baseball team takes second
trip to Kentucky in a week
By Michel, Wy»ocki
Reporter

The Falcons head back to
Kentucky for round two this
weekend against Murray
State University.
Coach Danny Schmitz said
the team has improved since
their opening scries with the
Hilltoppers.
"We started working on
situations offensively and
defensively,'' said Schmitz.
The coaching staff focused
on pitching and hitting. The
Falcon pitchers got their feet
wet last weekend, but they
continued to practice, even
though the team was forced
inside due to snow.
"We emphasized pitching,
we got some good work out
of the bull pen this week,"
Schmitz said. "Hitters got to
practice and we worked on
philosophies."
Schmitz said the team
stayed
focused
and
worked hard.
The Falcons may have
come up short against

Western Kentucky, but they
are not the only team going
into this upcoming series
winless. The Falcons hold
the all-time series lead
against Murray State with
an overall record of 8-3
since the team's first meetingin 2002. The Falcons and
Racers most recently faced
each other in 2008, when
BG took two of the three
games in the series.
"This is the typical opening week; their team probably
got outside a little more than
us, but our team wants to get
the win this week. Our guys
arc Fired up and ready to go,"
Schmitz said.
The same rules apply
to this series. Like the last
series, pitchers will be on a
pitch count. Schmitz said
they will probably bump
the count up 10-15 pitches
and start stretching them to
throw 100 pitches.
"Our main priority is
to get quality starts out
of the pitchers, usually anywhere from 6-7
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TRACK
From Page 6
approach this week by cutting back the amount of time
spent in practice, but at the
same time kept the intensity
up so that it could be at its best
this weekend, Paulson said.
Senior Barbara Powers,
who will be leading off the
distance medley, said she's
looking forward to the
opportunity to run in the
MAC Indoor Championships
after getting sick freshman
year and redshirting sophomore year.
"It's kind of like my last

"Our pitchers have been focused on
continuing to hit their spots, and
continue to work on their placement."

to be more aggressive. 1 ton of Film study. We believe
look forward to seeing the in our offense and look forimprovements in all areas ward to our first inning
this weekend."
where everything clicks.
Going into the Phyllis
"During the last two weeks,
Rafter Memorial the Falcons we have been focusing on all
will look to improve on the aspects of the game, with an
offensive end. which they emphasis on creating preswere shutout in three of the sure situations. The goal has
five LSU Tiger Classic games. been to increase our game"The offense had a slow like drills and situations for
start last weekend; as a the players to work through
coaching staff, we focused daily. After only five games,
on pressure situations off it is vital that we continue to
of live pitching, as well as focus on the necessary proour approach to our at bats." cesses to find the success we
Salsburg said. "We also did a believe we can achieve."

opportunity," she said.
Powers, a Bowling Green
native, is also looking
forward to competing at
home, where her family
will be watching.
"I'm so excited," Powers
said. "I love running at
home; it's my favorite place
to run."
Being at home in a big meet
doesn't put any added pressure on Powers and the rest of
the team. She said the team
doesn't look at this weekend
as highly-pressured, but as
an opportunity to compete.
"We've done a couple big
meets this year — Notre
Dame, Akron — so the level

of competition we've seen
all season is probably going
to be pretty similar to this
weekend," she said.
Competing and having success against tough
competition is something
sophomore sprinter leanette
Pettigrew has encountered
since coming to BG.
Two weeks ago, at
the Akron Invitational,
Pettigrew broke the school
record in the 60 meter dash.
Her time of 7,47 seconds
broke the previous mark of
7.51 set in 2007.
"I'm still in shock,"
Pettigrew said of setting the
record, "lit] hasn't really hit

Shannon Salsburg | BG softball coach
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PREVIEW

mistic on what the team can
still achieve.
"With the season so young,
we are very focused on ail
aspects of the game," she said.
"1 was pleased with our overall defense at LSU. We really
focused on details involving
relays and plays between the
infield and outfield. We were
lucky enough to get out on
the turf twice, which allowed
us to work on those situations and the communication involved.
"Our pitchers have been
focused on continuing to
hit their spots, and continue
to work on their placement.
Offensively, we focused a
lot on attacking the ball. We
focused on trusting all of
the work the kids have put
in up to this point, while fine
tuning our mental approach

3

1

From I

The BG softball team travels to Georgia this weekend to compete in the
Phyllis Rafter Memorial
Tournament hosted by
Kennesaw State University.
Besides facing Kennesaw
State, the Falcons will play
against Mississippi State,
Georgia State, Mercer and fellowMid-AmericanConference
member Ball State.
The Falcons opened the
season with a five-game
competition in the LSU Tiger
Classic. The team, due to a
lack-luster offensive performance and average pitching,
failed to win a game and fell
to 0-5 on the season.
However, BG head coach
Shannon Salsburg is opti-

3

8

the start last Friday against
the Hilltoppers, but this
week Schmitz is sending
sophomore Cody Apthorpe
to the mound to start off
the series against Murray
State. On Saturday, sophomore Nick Bruns will be
making his second pitching
appearance and Wooten
will finish out the series
pitching on Sunday.
"Last week, Wooten started Friday. Apthorpe was a
freshman pitcher last year
and we wanted to give him
a chance to get a start, so we
bumped Wooten to Sunday,"
Schmitz said.
"Bruns
pitched well last Saturday,
so we decided to keep him
at the number two slot."

1

1

6

Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach

BG softball travels to Georgia for tournament
Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

3
5

"This is the typical opening week; their
team probably got outside a little more
than us, but our team wants to get the
win this week. Our guys are fired up..."

innings." Schmitz said.
He said the team had to
dip in to the bullpen early
last weekend. The coaches
juggle the lineup in the
early games. After the
spring trip, the Falcons will
have a set line-up.
"It's all about figuring out
the pieces of the puzzle,"
Schmitz said.
The team has yet to get outside to practice for more than
20 minutes in Bowling Green.
"We had a great week of
practice, the team really
worked hard," Schmitz said.
"We're ready to get back outside because this cabin fever
is really hitting us hard."
Senior
right-handed
pitcher Charles Wooten got

8

Since its win over the
Falcons. Kent State (19-7.10-4)
has gone 6-4 in the MAC" and
is on a three-game win streak.
BG hasn't lost a game
since Ian. 29, winning six
straight.
Miller realizes that his
team has "a chance to do
something very special'' as
it closes down Anderson
Arena. But at the same
time, he knows that he and
the team have their work

cut out for them.
Along with wins and
losses, BG and Kent State
are neck-and-neck with
one another in having great
Offenses and defenses.
The Falcons are second in
the MAC in scoring offense
with 72 points per game,
while the Golden Flashes
are fourth with 68 points
per game.
Both teams are also in the
top four in scoring defense,
with BG first with 56.5
points per game and Kent
State fourth with just more
than 60 points per game.

me yet, but it will probably
hit me after this season.
I've just been looking forward to the MAC meet, so
I'm just kind of moving past
(the record]."
The Falcons are expecting their biggest crowd of
the season and are taking
advantage of the things
they're accustomed to, such
as the facility.
"Amongst the team, there
is a lot of excitement,"
Pettigrew said. "We're all
ready to compete. We all
have good attitudes, good
spirits and everybody's
cheering everybody on, so I
think we're ready."
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Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
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We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

FALCONS vs. Kent State

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

TUESDAY. MARCH 1 - 7:30pm

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
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ANDERSON ARENA
Hey BGSU students! Tuesday, March 1 is Student Appreciation Night at
Anderson Arena, when the Falcons take on MAC rival Kent State. All
students are invited to eat FREE in the Above the Rim Club beginning at
6:30pm and the first 750 students will receive a FREE drawstring bag!
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THE PULSE

The Pulse section can be found on Facebook.
Readers can now become fans and get regular
entertainment news.
Friday.FeboMrY25.201t 8

And the winner is
Pulse reporters predict what films are most likely to win Best Picture

TRUE GRIT ^-friV^r^r

127 HOURS-&-&£-&-&
In "127 Hours," James Franco gives the performance of his career and does it all with
his hand under a boulder for about 94 minutes of film.
Based on adventurist Aron Ralston, "127 Hours" focuses on Ralston's will to live as
he chips away at a rock for almost five and a half days.
"127 Hours" is one of the most inspirational movies of the past decade
and deserves to be al the front of the pack for movie of the year. Franco
should also win Best Actor for his role in the film.
While some scenes are graphic, it pulls viewers in with its
interesting look at Ralston's inner thoughts about life, death
and the future.
Although the majority of the movie takes place between a
rock and a hard place, it is one of the only films nominated
for movie of the year that can actually compete with the
I likely winner, "The Social Network."
^H

While cowboys in the Wild West seem to have gotten lost with our childhood
innocence, "True Grit" almost makes them cool again.
"True Grit" follows Mattie Ross (Hailee Steinfeld) on a journey to find her
father's killer. Rooster Cogbum (Jeff Bridges,) and Laboeuf (Matt Damon)
come along for the ride too.
Although the movie is a remake of the 1969 "True Grit" it still manages to pull
in the audience with its quirky characters and plot line full of dry humor.
"True Grit" is nothing short of an entertaining thrill ride, but ends abruptly
with an awkward "flash forward"
While "True Grit" is a wildly entertaining western, it is not wild enough to be
a contender. "True Grit" is good, but remakes rarely win big awards.
Maybe for a sequel directors Ethan and Joel Cohen can combine Bridges'
character with his character from "Tron: Legacy." That would be a winner.
-MAXFUY

-MAXFUY

BLACK SWAN

TOYSTORY3

WILL IT WIN?

I'd venture to say Natalie
Porlman has a near lock on the
Best Actress award at the Oscars
for her role as Nina, a perfectionist and paranoid ballet dancer in
"Black Swan."
Fortman is graceful as Nina. She
carefully presents her as a naive,
sheltered character and gives the
y
audience a glimpse into her pan^^
icked psyche without being an over-thetop dramatic.
Portman's co-stars also make the film strong.
Barbara Hershey's portrayal balances these
two qualities and makes Erica a fascinating
character. Mila Kunis portrays Lily with the
perfect amount of sweetness and potential
vindictiveness.
The sex scene between Portman and Kunis
was effectively, purposefully and gratuitously
graphic to get people in the theaters.
This film is good, but it divided critics more
than some other films in the category. Portman
will win, but not the film as a whole.
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THE FIGHTER

- MARSHA METROWSKI

THE SOCIAL NETWORK
Rolling Stone movie critic Peter Travers not only
thought "The Social Network" was the best movie
of 2010, he also called it "the film to define the
decade." He wasn't kidding on either count.
Aaron Sorkin's intelligent screenplay is brought to
life brilliantly by Jesse Eisenberg, Andrew Garfield
and Justin Timberlake. Eisenberg perfectly portrays
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and allows audiences a glimpse into the story behind the creation of
the largest social-networking website—a website that
has changed a generation.
While the movie shows the beginning of the
Facebook phenomenon and why it has become so
popular, the most fascinating parts of the movie are
Zuckerbcrg's relationships and human interactions.
He seems to be lacking basic social skills, but his
perception on society and his social interactions are
actually what prompt the creation of Facebook. In the
end his social inabilities become both his success
and his downfall.
-AUSSAONHU.

I've gotten tired of the typical, "athlete overcomes
adversity to win" movie that has become commonplace in movie theaters. "Remember the Titans" was
the beginning and the end of that for me, but when I
saw the previews for "The Fighter," it went to the top
of my must-see list.
This isn't your run-of-the-mill boxing story — it's
a story of family, love, loyalty and strength. And
if the rich story line isn't enough to grab you, the
superb acting will. Mark Wahlberg, Christian Bale
and Amy Adams lead a cast that brings this story to
life and all three deliver incredible performances.
For Bale and Adams, these aren't typical roles. Bale
portrays the crack addict, former boxer and brother
to Wahlbergs character to a startling accuracy, and
Adams shines as a firecracker who wins Wahlberg's
heart and challenges him to be his own person.
This movie is a brilliant film about family, life and
love and should be on your must-see list.

INCEPTION #-&###

A film labeled as "family friendly" is often dumbed
down in order to appeal to kids. With "Toy Story 3,"
that is hardly the case.
The third installment in the Disney-Pixar series
is a joy to watch for all ages, and it delivers heart
and humor in spades.
The animation is stunning, the characters are
lovable and the story is heartwarming. Instead
of falling prey to the stupid sequel syndrome,
"Toy Story 3" is a film that entices viewers to see
what happens to these characters they've grown
to love over 16 years.
The adventure the toys experience is fun and
engaging for the audience, delivering the trademark humor and silliness the first two films had.
Screenwriter Michael Arndt delivers a script that
provides jokes for kids and adults, and if Aaron
Sorkin didn't have a lock on the Best Adapted
Screenplay category this year (for "The Social
Network"), he should be honored for this.
Somehow, a film about a bunch of toys became,
arguably, one of the most bittersweet and thoughtprovoking films of the past year. The final moments
of the movie are moving, allowing the audience a
moment of loss and maturity. It's nearly impossible
not to get choked up at the end of the film.

-AUSSAONBU

THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT
"The Kids Are All Right" was just all right.
This story of a modern family — two moms raising their daughter and son who were fathered by
the same sperm donor — brought to life a new kind
of American household. But the introduction of the
donor father causes family complications.
This comedy appears to be golden on paper, especially with an amazing cast including Julianne
Moore, Annette Bening and Mark Ruffalo.
"The Kids Are All Right" was about cherishing
family no matter how difficult situations get, but
this film really only succeeds at one thing—putting
awkward moments on film.
While the story line is compelling, the characters lacked depth, and the end of the film left me
unsatisfied.
-BKXYTWB

Last summer was truly inception-al.
The season that is notorious for big blockbusters with stupid plots met its match.
Director Christopher Nolan, still earning praise for his fantastic job with "The
Dark Knight," brought us the film that not only stole our hearts, but played with
our minds as well.
The list of cast members also made this movie thrilling.
Leonardo DiCaprio gave his best as the leading man, troubled by a past and fighting
for the chance to be with his family. Ellen Page defined herself as more than just
the teenager who played "Juno." Joseph Gordon-Levitt and
. Gillian Murphy were top-notch supporting actors. And
Michael Caine was a pleasure to view as always.
The film may have made viewers nervous at first with
it's complicated story line, but once the 148-minute joy
ride started, there was no turning back It also invited
repeat viewings to catch the hidden treasures the
film contains.
Even though he is a genius, Nolan seems
to never get the credit he deserves. That's why
"Inception" may just become more of an underrated classic. Grossing $60 million opening weekend is a victory in itself.

-MARtSHAPCTROWSKI

THE KINGS SPEECH
"The King's Speech" is the true story of King
George VI and his struggle with a debilitating
stammer that prevents him from leading Great
Britain as a confident and powerful leader. With
some of the most powerful acting I have seen in
a long time, Colin Firth embodies King George
VI, and Geoffrey Rush, as Lionel Logue, provides
supporting acting that helps Firths' performance
rival the likes of Gregory Peck in 1963s "To Kill a
Mockingbird."
I'll admit that when this film first started to gain
recognition I was extremely skeptical, as I often
am with limited release productions. However,
after seeing the film I have to hand it to director
Tom Hooper. He pulled it off, miraculously creating one of the most emotionally moving works
on the silver screen. I left the theater feeling as if I
could do anything, the world was at my fingertips
and nothing could stand in the way of achieving
any goal put before me. When a film can instill
that kind of inspiration in its viewers, you know
you it is a very special work of art. "The King's
Speech" is hands down the best film of 2010 and
deserves the Oscar for Best Picture.
-NATEBBONKH

WINTER5B0NE ftlfft-kti
The sober little indie gem "Winter's Bone" is a stellar alternative to the studio
dreck that has given Hollywood a case of the box-office ho-hums right now.
The tale of an indomitable Ozark Mountain teen determined to hold
together her family and home, "Winter's Bone" is raw, real understated,
fiercely intense and surprisingly gentle and decent amid bursts of ferocity in
the rural crime culture where the story's set.
In barely 90 minutes, writer-director Debra Granik immerses the audience in a rich, almost alien trek through a cloistered backcountry that outsiders rarely see.
The detail captured in "Winter's Bone" is remarkable. Each exchange
Granik orchestrates is its own wonderful drama. The language and action
of "Winter's Bone" are simple, the weight and meaning profound. There are
no hillbillies, hicks or rubes in this backwoods tale. This is high drama filled
with nobility, savagery and everything in between.
"Winter's Bone" is a nearly flawless film and deserves similar consideration
from awards voters—particularly for Lawrence and Hawkes' performances
and Granik's great directing achievement.
-TW ASSOCIATED WESS

THIS WEEKEND IN BG

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO
Toledo becomes a whole new world'

Festival Series performs for Black History Month

The Valentine Theatre will be performing ■Aladdin" this Saturday and Sunday. Shows

The University Festival Series celebrate Black History vvirJ) selections from "The

will be at 4 pm on Saturday and 2 pm on Sunday. Tickets cost $18, $28 and $39 and

Gershwins' Porgy and Bess" by George and Ira Gershwin and Dorothy and Duse

are available at the Valentine Box Office by caling (419) 242-2787.

Heyward The performance begins at 8 pm Saturday in KobaderHallofthe

THEY SAID IT
"I don't even like to sleep. I
feel as if there's too much to
do." - James Franco

Moore Musical Arts Center.
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Firth, Portman lead in Best Actor,
Actress categories at The Oscars
Experts, fanatics expecting less surprises for this year's categories
By Jonathan K*iloholz
PJse Columnist

When the Oscars are televised
on Sunday, don't plan for
surprises. The Best Actor and
Actress categories are basically decided.
My bets are on Colin Firth
of "King's Speech" for the best
actor category, liarlier this
month, Firth took home the
Screen Actor's Guild award for
best actor, a solid indicator of
who will receive the parallel
Oscar prize. In the past five
years, every performer to win
the SAG award for best actor
also won the Oscar for best
actor. Firth has got it made.
Charles Coletta, University
popular culture instructor,
agrees. I le said the academy loves performers who
play against their character.
Because of that challenge, he
expects Firth to take the gold.
"Firth is the odds-on favorite
to win," Coletta said. "The fact
that Firth is playing someone
who overcomes a disability is
something that ()scar voters
seem to like."
Oscar voters don't just like
disabled characters; they
adore them. Tom I Ianks won
for Forrest Gump, Al Pacinn
took home the award for his
portrayal of It. Col. Frank

Slade and musician lamie
Foxx won for his Ray Charles
performance in "Ray," just to
name a few.
The performance matters, but the character matters more.
Nominated for his role as
Rooster Cogburn in "True
Grit," Jeff Bridges picked up the
Oscar last year for his portrayal
of Bad Blake in "Crazy Heart."
I )espite pulling off another
solid performance, this role is
not revolutionary enough to
warrant an Academy Award.
like Blake, the Cogburn
character is virtually another
long-haired country drunk.
The voters are looking for
something fresh and new. If
he somehow does receive the
statuette, he will make history
— back-to-back wins. Only
I Ianks and Spencer Tracy
have nabbed best actor two
years in a row.
As for the ladies, the outcome is more difficult to predict. Portman has the popular
vote goinginto the night, but
Annette Bening could potentially score an upset here.
Bening showcased rich maternal chemistry with Julianne
Moon as her domestic partner
in the comedy-drama "The
Kids Are All Right."
But let's be honest — who

can resist a pregnant Natalie
Portman?
I ler profound and intriguing performance in "Black
Swan" as a schizophrenic ballerina outshines Bening and
the other nominees. They just
don't have enough strength to
knock the swan queen down.
Portman's versatility as an
actress is jaw dropping, and
with her ability to grasp the
dark and complex role of Nina
Sayers. the choice is almost a
no-brainer.
Like Bridges, one of the
actress nominees is no
stranger to the Oscar voters.
Nicole Kidman nabbed the
gold statuette for her portrayal
of Satine in "Moulin Rouge,"
nine years ago. Sunday, she
is up for her performance
as Becca Corbett in "Rabbit
1 lole," which has gone severely
unnoticed. After the uproarious Grammy upset, maybe
award shows are in for more
surprises — Kidman might be
this year's dark horse.
The Oscars are the most
prestigious award a performer can receive. Last year,
approximately 40 million
viewers tuned in to find out
who would win. While the best
picture is what viewers want
to see most, the best actor and
actress awards is a close rival.
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WHAT ZACH CASE THINKS:

Jay-Z (which is the version that appears

"The Greatest Story Never Told" was

on the album), Atlantic still refused to

Saigon can indeed write great songs

almost the most appropriately titled
album in hip-hop history.

put the record out

- an entire albums worth, in fact He

In 2008. the Brooklyn emcee severed

touches on many political issues on

The saga of Saigon's oft-delayed
(which is a strong understatement)

lies with Atlantic Records allowed

the record without coming off too

Saigon to have 100 percent ownership

preachy, somewhat reminiscent of early

proper debut album is one that nearly
equates the likes of Dr Dre's (still

of the record

Ice Cube.

After linking up with the indie label.

The album flows seamlessly, and

Suburban No«ze Records (home of
underground heroes Kottonooth Kings

there are some great transitions on

n Rose*' 15-years-in-the-makinq
"Chinese Democracy*

and La Coka Nostra). his debut album

got additional production credits)

Saigon started recording what would

finally had a home and a February 2011

The best transition on the record is

end up being "The Greatest Story

release date

between "Enemies" and "Friends "

upcoming) "Detoi" record and Guns

Never Told" with superstar producer

Now. "The Greatest Story" doesn't

On the two tracks. Saigon talks

mean anything if the music isn't

about a bad friend who is actually

everything was in line for him to

any good

just a personification of "the streets'

have a successful career a string

The Q-Tip assisted, "The Invitation"

of successful mixtapes. a Just Blaze

quickly dismisses any thoughts of the

Saigon's "Story* is a very consistent
one. with very little skippable mate-

co-sign and appearances tn four

album being overhyped, even with a re-

rial throughout the 79 minutes

episodes of "entourage"

worked beat due to sample clearance

And it's also filled with countless

But by 2006. his future was looking a
lot less bright, and his many arguments

issues presumably
The production is phenomenal with

Thought (of the RootsJ-featured

At the end of a delicious meal,
most people crave something
sweet — a bowl uf ice cream,
a piece of pie or a chocolate
chip cookie.
But I crave something more.
Something sweet, sour, bitter
and salty all al once. In other
words, something savory.
Let me introduce the fifth
flavor profile: Umami.
The term "umami'' originated in Japan and describes
the flavors that make taste
buds salivate. Ripe tomatoes,
anchovies, black olives, balsamic vinegar, mushrooms
and Parmesan cheese trigger

this fifth type of taste.
Now imagine a paste composed of all those flavors.
London restaurateur and
food writer Laura Santtini
did and created Taste #5,
Umami Paste.
Taste #5 promises to be
one of the next foodie trends.
Dare I say it will become as
big of a hit as bacon, superfoods and miso?
1 Ipon opening my first
tube of Taste #5,1 went a little
crazy, putting it in everything. Literally everything. I
mixed it with olive oil, salt
and pepper, and then rubbed
the mixture over a whole
chicken, which I roasted. The
results: savory, crispy skin

and flavorful, moist meat.
1 added the beautiful red
paste to pizza and spaghetti
sauces, which balanced the
total flavor of our homemade
pizzas and tomato-hased
pasta dishes. I squeezed a
few drops into several of my
homemade soups, especially
my vegetable and minestrone
soups, which gave them
palatability and escalated
their flavors. 1 used it in place
of steak sauce and I mixed
it with mayonnaise to make
the perfect condiment for
deli sandwiches.
Laura Santtini suggests
adding it to vegetable side
dishes, such as peas. She also
recommends adding it to stir-

great moments like the Black

with Atlantic Records had started after

Just Blaze producing II tracks and add-

finale. "Too Long."

a string of pushed-back release dates.
After Jay-Z stole "Come on Baby" and

ing additional production on five more

Black Thought brings his usual mul-

Kanye West makes an appearance in

gave it back to Saigon. 'The Greatest

the Itner notes as well with a beat that

tisyllabic rhyme patterns and Saigon
tells an inspiring story about a

Story Never Told" finally had its first

features a sped-up Luther Vandross

crackhead who finally put down the

single in July 2007 And it was a

sample on "Its Alright"

pipe The track is about overcoming

banger, the J. Geils Band sampled track

I've known Saigon was a lyrical beast

difficult situations to get the most

is one of Just Blaze's best beats of his

since first hearing him back in 2005.
but like most New York mixiape rap-

A very appropriate conclusion to

storied career
But 2007 came and went Even with a
successful single and remix featuring

out of life

pers. I was skeptical of whether he

"The Greatest Story" that has finally
been told

could make full songs

KISS cover band rocks
bar in the Glass City

DID YOU
KNOW?

The Omni continues to host tribute bands
Our eyes are

ByStephanReed
and Dane* King

always the same
size from birth,
but our nose and
ears never stop
growing.

Sour, bitter, salty cravings can be cured with Japan-oriented Umami, the Taste #5'
Food Columnist

the record (probably why Just Blaze

Just Blaze in 200S It seemed like

New food paste adds dash of flavor to many different meals
By Amanda McGuir« Rzicznak

'The Greatest Story" proves that

fries, wild mushroom trifolata,
lentils and even eggs and
toast. Recipes can be found
on her website.
Good luck finding this
"delictousness in a tube." After
desperately trying to order
it from Amazon. I turned
to Dean and Deluca who
delivered it — finally — after
a month on back order. The
paste is made in Italy; after
such a long wait I'm convinced it ships from Italy and
is released in limited batches.
For Sfi per 2.46 ounces, this
next foodie sensation is worth
every single penny. Once
taste buds experience this
"flavor bomb," Taste #5 will be
all they crave.

The BG Ncwi
The Omni crowd looked
to rock and roll all night in
Toledo, but they wrapped it
upafterthekTSStributeband
Mr. Speed left the stage.
The
Cleveland-based
cover band played for an
audience of more than 200
Friday. The band came with
thousand-dollar costumes
and a miniature replica of
KISS' stage, said Omni promoter Troy M ichaels.
"(The band) really, really
goes all out," Michaels said.
"They are entertainers, self-

promoters and people come
to see the show."
Mr. Speed formed in 1994
with the current lineup and
had a passion for KISS.
"We started the band
because we are all fans of
|Kiss| and grew up listening to the band. They were
a major influence on our
lives, not only musically, but
socially," said Rich Kosak,
who portrays guitarist Paul
Stanley. "It just seemed
like a natural thing that we
wanted to do."
The metal quartet strives
-KISS

>$

1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green OH

LE
Management Inc.

419-353-5880

FOR
RENT!
Studios, 1,2 & 3 bedrooms
With Some Properties Featuring:

2011 -12
School Year
Listings Available

• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close to Campus
• Allow a small pet (extra $)

IVYWOODAPTS..
Studios/1 Bdrm

Relax. Secure your Rental
before Spring Break'

• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •

SPRING/SUMMER
LEASES 2011

* Apartments Available •

Sign one year lease, get half
on-1 month's rent FREE!

•NcarBGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•txtra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

303 E Merry -S6BDRM
(Up to 8 people]
315 E. Merry (Up« Down)3 S 4 BDRM (Up to 6 people)
307 311 E Reed- 3 BDRM
(3-6 people)

419-352-7691 EHO

& MORE!

(.ormorantcacom

4

SEMI s-IRiiiSESAVAIlABLE'

* Semester Leases •

* Minutes from BGSU*
* Pet friendly community *
* Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

"EXTRA, EXTRA1
REUuinoirrm
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrm apt for a one
bdrm price!

Stop in for a listing, Call to set up a meeting

5% OFF for all but studios
_

www.meccabg.com

ta
4»9-352-6335

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling (irren

(Only valid if signed before 2/28/11)

Houses, Apartments,
& Efficiencies

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

i

Pocks Iron Downtown F'ee internet

FOR FALL 2011

419.353.0325
COLUMBIA
COURTS

tin**
Mm Construction
6-Bedrooms
3-Balhrooms
Laundry
Dishwasher
Open Floor Plan
Hardwood/Tile Flooring
Pool Table

903-935 Thurstin

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished ,

■ Starting at "sZ;??00
♦ utilities *q***
1

On-site laundry
' Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
■ Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

Free Internet

'Free 52" flat screen TV
- if lease signed by Keb.28
419-308-24.16

451 * 424 Fruae
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
i Furnished
■ Starting at
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
> Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 ft 514 N. Enterprise

< 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
' Furnished
• Starting at ,>" Ssoo*
+ utilities
^^r ""»•».;
■ On-site laundry
■ Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

209 N. Enterprise
c

'. A3 FOR SlOt. C r OEPOSll)

?

HEINZ APTS

. ^,
^Blgfe*
IWftf
GIUNBRIAB, INC.

44.r> E Wooster SI
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
WWW greenbnai rentals com

Newlove Rentals

622 E. Wooster

332 S. Main (our only office)

122 S. College

www.newloverentals.com

419-352-5620

PLAYGROUND
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 25, 201 1
10 PM - 1 AM

t it * i 150 students to bring in an
alcohol logo item (such .is t-shin.
cup koozle. etc.) win a live t shirt'
Contact the Wellness Connection
tor more information:
P4i9 37»WELU935S>
wwwbgmrduJwwHI

Activities include but are not limited to:
Giant Inflatable Slide. Inflatable Obstacle
Course. Caricature Artists, i on \ Basketball
Tournament. Basketball Shooting Challenge.
Adult Tricycles, and Sex Olympics • Educational
Games
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Large Houses
Close to Campus

SPORTS

1OFndjY.febnBty25.2011

GYM
From Page 6
Beach said the search for
perfection continues.
"We only have four meets
left, so we're going to get it
together now or we're going
to blow our whole season,"
she said. "We want to get
them to learn to fight a little
harder for what we're trying
to do here."
After assessing the team's
performance against Ball
State on Sunday, Beach said
the team hasn't reached its
full potential. She said she
calculated that the team
shouldn't score less than 193
points in competition. The
team has only scored an
average of 187.49 in the past
three meets.
Beach said she's going to be
tougher on the team to get the
results she wants.
"This week was all about
expectations... I feel like this
team does not expect to hit;

ie DVJ News
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The H(. News will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
Origin, sexual orientation, disability. slatlH as I veteran, or on
the basis cil any other legally protected status.

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 2, 1 lam-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout
Across Wooster from Harshman.
Qn.lv store to sell Carryout

Ice Cold Beer, Wine.
Liquor & More until 2:30am!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
4 Pool Tables, Digital Jukebox.
Indoor Cornhole, and More!
Great Drink Specials all weekend!
Try BG Cafe's lamous chili and
chili-mac' Award winning (or 2
years running! We serve breaklast, lunch and dinner all day.
Students receive 10°« off with ID.
plus a diner card for a total of
20% ofl future visits,
1039 Haskins Rd Fairview Plaza

lineup is "nerve-racking,"
maybe the bar is really low in
their minds," she said. "I'm because only 11 athletes can
going to be pretty brutal but go to Nebraska. She said she
hopes the team can rise to
still positive."
the challenge.
Though the team has battled
"I don't want to lose by a large
injury and illness throughout
the season, Beach said her ath- margin," she said. "We have
letes need to "stop feeling sony the talent and routines to do
well... I feel that we're healthy
for themselves."
"We have a really nice group, enough to hit and if we don't,
but I don't really see the char- there will be consequences."
acter," she said. "I want them
Sophomore
Danielle
to understand that they are Wishart said the season has
very talented athletes and been difficult for team, but it's
what they're doing right now ready to compete again.
"I feel like we need a little
is not acceptable. They're not
push right now and we'll be
angry enough about losing."
Beach also said she knows back on track." she said. "We
the athletes can be success- want to get everyone going
ful since the Falcons won bars, and getting them excited."
Wishart said a change in
beam and floor on Sunday.
"We have good athletes on location will push them to perour team," she said. "We're form better.
winning these events but now
"It definitely gets your adrenweneedallthelincupstocome
aline going because there are
more people watching and
together."
Sunday, the Falcons will
it's more exciting and 1 think
take on No. 10 Nebraska, No. we'll do really well," she said.
20 Iowa and Kentucky in "We want to go in there, hit
and get the scores we know
Lincoln, Neb.
This week, Beach said, the we can get."

Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING1 up to S3007day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.

The City of Bowling Green Family
Aquatic Complex is seeking
Assistant Managers, Lifeguards.
Pool Attendants, Swim and WSI
Instructors, and a Swim Program
Director to join its summer pool
staff. Pay Range $7 40 to $11 00
per hour depending on position.
These are part-time, temporary
positions without fringe benefits.
Must be able to work a flexible
schedule including evenings and
weekends through mid-August
Interviews and hiring will begin in
early April, however applications
will be accepted through
May 6. 2011 Resumes alone
are not acceptable. An online
application is available at:
http//www bqohio orq/departments/personnel-department/
employment-opportunities
Applications are also available in
the City of Bowling Green
Personnel Department,
304 N Church St, BG OH,
Mon-Fri. from 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Telephone: (419) 354-6229:
email: BGPersonnel@bgohio.org
AA/EEO

3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
S990/mo. melds gas. dep. req.
Avail 5/15/11. year lease
Call 419-601-3108

Put-N-Bay Summer
Sales Manager Position
An outdoor booth selling women's
clothing is hiring a manager for
the summer. Applicants should be
outgoing, honest, self-starters
with sales experience. If
interested please send resume or
letter of interest to
dressshack@qmail com

The Daily Crossword Fix

3BR apt. S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly, $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239
426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom.
$950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.
Avail August 2011.3 BR houses,
excellent cond,close to BGSU:
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - $800/mo.
112ClaySt-$800/mo.
H8ClaySt-$950/mo.
218 Dill St - $i.000/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterpnse-$550
1BR apt -112 Ridge - S325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.
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ACROSS

1

Orates
Hourly wage, e.g.
Refuses to
Astronomy measurements
Engrave
Sea cows
Brief needlework?
Megan's "Will & Grace" role
Label for some Glenn Frey hits
Physicist with a law
Acting teacher Hagen
"It
far, far better thing ...":
Dickens
Wages
Get
Noodles, say
The Simpsons, e.g
Wedding dance
Fabled mattress lump
Mai de
One of six in this puzzle
Some tech sch. grads
Top len item

|
■ ,1

".

24
29
31
33
35
37
38
39
40
41
45

44
45
48
50

II^Z^MASTiCr

Spanish appetizers
Speed: Pref.
Meeting time qualifier
One-time Time critic
James
Sacred choral piece
Comeback
Solemn acts
Bold
Big 12 school soon to
be in the Big Ten
No-see-um. say
Hard-to-see shooter

Sign
Pricey
Pole symbol
Wall St. exec's degree

60 Sweater style named
for Insh islands
62 Like some mil officers
63 Yosemite _
64 ESPN reporter
Paolantonio

ANSWERS
- V i h 1 NaaaaA S V 3 1 S 1 a

51 Collar

v »s;v

52
54
55
56
57
59
61
63
65
66
67
68

S '■

"Aladdin" monkey
Frat letter
Food scrap
Geneva-based workers' gp.
Babe and Baby
Gijon goose egg
Orchard grower
An iamb's second half gets it
Noteworthy
Mount McKmley's home
Relax
Word with health or illness
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2. 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley com

5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. S1100'mo
Avail for 11-12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St.
I S 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D.
239 Manville - S850/mo.
249 Manville - $975/mo
3BR houses.
227 S College - S900/mo.
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals.com

Room for rent, S. College,
S300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981.

May houses - close to campus'
145*248Troup-3BR.
201 &1/2 S. College - 5 BR,
128 & 1/2 S. Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 lor full listings

- Hoi and Homecooked - Student Friendly Prices -

1, 2 & 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.8GApar1ments.com

'

$6.50 Minimum

KERMIT'S

May-12 month leases
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $385/mo
322 E. Court - 1br - $455/mo.
453 S. Prospect - 1br - $330/mo.
266 Manville - 2br -S6i0/mo
818-822 2nd st -2br -$490/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br - S855/mo
www.BGApartment8.com
419-352-8917

"

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Cozy 2 4 3 BR'S houses,
near downtown, $700-800/mo.
Call 419-356-5437.

1.2 8 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

H

2 Temple of the gods
3 Being filmed
4 Platoon, for one
5 Anybody's guess
6 Chateau
Michelle winery
7 The Tide
8 Hank who voices many 30Across
9 Cosecant reciprocals
10 Anses
11 Groove
46 "Thy Neighbor's
12 At the original speed,
Wife" author
in music
47 WWII torpedo
13 Jail, in slang
launchers
14 Tests that are hard 10
48 Some learners
guess on
49 It's beneath the crust
20 Deejay Casey

PISfHM€LlO'S|

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June, S425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716.

Large house, newly remodeled!
2 fireplaces, hot tub. 50 inch
plasma TV Call 419-494-8208

'

1 _-fi

203 N. Main *&****» 352-5166 I

• Lrg 3 & 4 BR aptt, $650 » up.
recently updated, 101811 pets ok
618 High St. Call 218-337-6010.

1 room etflc. shared bath,
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011,
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

1

'1

VOTED

Brick home, 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011
Call 352-5882.

Large 1BR. near campus,
Avail Fall 201 l,$475/mo,
utils Incl. Call 419-352-5882.
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For Rent

1 BR apt. 854 8th St, S400/mo +
elec v. $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354

pE^lo

brought to you by

o BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo tutil, call 419-708-9981

Help Wanted
Awesome summer job in Maine!
If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further
Camp Mataponl, a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskiing, life guarding, WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course.
Tennis. H.B Riding, Arts & Crafts.
Theater. Dance, Gymnastics.
Video, Photography. Nurses,
Maintenance, Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561-748-3684 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Shamrock Studio Apts for laase
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable, WiFi,
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

Up for Re-Rent!

• FAMILY RESTAURAf.T-

[BG'S BEST BREAKFAST
Startup March A 20'f
Bigger Menu...
Longer Hours!

812 E. Wooster St
t bdrm. 2 balh.
Across from

GRAND
REOPENING

South Hall. Full
baMIIMlll & allic

10% ofl
With Student I.D now accepting
3WB311-&20/1I J*£2!£„
LIMITED HUE OFFEB

Ml

Am
agement

Jjji|,

('all to make an appointment today!
419-352-4380

"

307 S Main St 419-354-1388 i

• Newer construction

Burnto
DCWRV

• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths

%

• On site laundry

SpeeduBurriios.com
A

• No more then 3 tenants

J SAVE MONf Y • IAT HIALTMY

• 9.5 & 12 month leases
• Ceramic tile

for .idvjnce btkefi & showtHnes veil cnienvBTk.com
or cat 1 800-fANOANGO »E«p Code 113*

•$875(12/mo)

CINCMA5

mil i ¥Aiim won tr* S*VJ ■ m «r IUIIMI Stfl

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

(OuJU THUKDAf (WIN MUD 10! SIM
V) amwnw - wmu nan HKI P\W m*tm

Hall Pan [R]
•1:35 '4:35 7:30 10:10

ENTER TO WIN A

*100

I Am Number Four [PO-13]
-1:45 '4:30 7:25 10:00

Two separata winners

Drawings on
March 1 & April 1

book scholarship

Unknown [PO-131
•1:48 '4:25 7:20 10: 05

redeemable at
any local bookstore with any
purchase at Speedy Burnto!

Onomlo and Juliet 30 [O]
•2:25 *4:M 7:35
Justin Biebar
Olractor'J Cut (O]
•1:30 "4:15 7:05 9:50

• 842/846/723 7th street

visit us at fscebook/speedyburrltos

419-806-4727
131 E. Merry
135 E. Merry
218 N. Enterprise

ENT

ununui'tD
< EUTERIES!
? H ND

DOMINO S '

dfiifccA

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.m8ccabg.com

425 E. WOOSTER

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom houses
• Close to Campus

J

